
FIRST AIDS. NAME:_______________ 

 

1. Use the words in the box to fill in the gaps 

 

adult, safe, water, ice 

 

First aid for burns 
 

1  Make sure that both the person who is hurt and 

you are ___________ (for example, well away 

from the fire, or chemicals or power source). 

2  Call for help.: an________/ 112 

3  Use cold running _______cool the burn for 20 
minutes  

4  DO NOT USE _______ 

   

 
 
2. Prepare your presentation for you classmates.  
 
3. Role-play: Prepare a script and rehearse you role.  
 
You and your friends are cooking. One of your friends get burnt with a 
pan. What do you do?  
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FIRST AIDS. NAME:_______________ 

 

Use the words in the box to fill in the gaps 

hand, bleeding, lift up, hard, help, around, 112 

 

Heavy or major bleeding 
If your friend is bleeding a lot, the first step for a first-aider is 

to stop the_____________. 

1. Get your friend to press hard on that place with her_______. 

Press hard with your hand on the wound if your friend is not able 

to stop the bleeding herself. 

Cover your hand if you can (with a glove or clean plastic bag), and 

press _________on the wound with your hand.  

2. Try to __________ the part of the body that is bleeding to slow 

down the bleeding. 

Don’t lift it up if it hurts too much.  

3. GET_______. Call an adult/ _______ 

4. Talk to your friend all the time  

5. Keep your friend warm. 

 

Objects in wounds 

Sometimes people can hurt themselves by falling onto something that 

sticks into them. Like a piece of broken glass. 

Don’t pull out the glass or whatever else that is stuck in the wound. 

You can stop heavy bleeding by pressing ___________the wound but 

not on it. 

2. Prepare your presentation for you classmates.  
3. Role-play: Prepare a script and rehearse you role.  
You and your friends are playing tag. One of your friends trips and 
falls over some glass. You can see a big piece of glass stuck in the 
wound and it is bleeding. What do you do? 
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FIRST AIDS. NAME:_______________ 
 

1. Use the words in the box to fill in the gaps 

 

water, bleeding, wash, cut 

 

Light or minor bleeding 
With a small _______or a wound that is not ________much there are 

two important steps for you to take. 

  1  _______the wound with_______, (putting it 

under a running tap can be a good way of cleaning 

it). 

   

2  _______the wound with a clean dressing. 

 
2. Prepare your presentation for you classmates.  
 
3. Role-play: Prepare a script and rehearse you role.  
 
You and your friends are cooking. One of your friends cuts his finger 
with a knife.. What do you do?  
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FIRST AIDS. NAME:_______________ 

 

1. Use the words in the box to fill in the gaps 

down, accident, nostrils, mouth, head, blow, minutes, strong 

 
 

What to do when your nose bleeds 
Alert! If your nose is bleeding because of an __________to your face, 

you should see a doctor. 

 

If your nose starts bleeding at other times, then this is what you can 

do. 

1. Sit_______. 

2. Bend your ________forward so that blood doesn't run down your 

throat. 

3. Pinch your __________together and breathe through your_____. 

4. Stay like that for 10__________, then let go of your nose. 

5. Do not ________your nose for at least 30 minutes to allow the clot 

to become_________. 

 
2. Prepare your presentation for you classmates.  
 
3. Role-play: Prepare a script and rehearse you role.  
 
You and your friends are playing. Suddenly, one of your friends starts 
bleeding from the nose. What do you do? 
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FIRST AIDS: Calling for help 
Name:_________ 
Use the words in the box to fill in the gaps 

emergency, operator, name, people, breath, address 

Calling for help is the most important thing a kid can do in an emergency. 

Here's what to do: 

● Take a deep __________to calm down a little. 

● Call 112. 

● Tell the operator there's an ____________and what kind of emergency you think 

it is. 

● Say your _______and where you are - the exact _________if you know it.  

● Explain what happened and how many ________need help.  

● Follow all of the operator's instructions carefully. 

● Sta on the line until the ________says it's OK to hang up.  

EXAMPLE:  
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